Policy for Registration of Ventures and Connections:

- All first-year students should register for a Ventures course in the fall semester (FYCS 1010 or FYCSTEM/FYCSFA/FYCSSOC 1010) and a Connections course in the spring semester (FYCS 1020 or FYCSFA 1020).
- Students will register directly for the course of their choice.
- The class cap for Ventures and Connections is 15 students, and it will stay at 15 if at all feasible.
- The cap for each section will initially be set at 8 or 9 and will be raised incrementally by the Compass Director during registration. This is to ensure distribution of students across the sections.
- Only the Dean of the College or the Compass Director can raise the caps on sections of Ventures or Connections.
- Ventures and Connections courses are for first-year students or returning students who need to repeat the course.
- Transfer students should sign up for Discovery (TRCS 1050) in the first semester they enroll at Millsaps.